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Abstract
Water and ion hydration in non-aqueous media are widely relevant to organic chemistry, bio-
chemistry and electrochemistry. Even a trace amount of water dissolved in the hydrophobic
phase brings about remarkable facilitation for the ion transfer from the water phase to the
hydrophobic one,1 but the mechanism of this phenomenon is still unsolved. In order to under-
stand the mechanism of facilitation of ion transfer process, we use molecular dynamics (MD)
to look into microscopic details of the ion transport process. The first part of the thesis focuses
on the size distribution and adsorption/desorption kinetics of hydrated ion clusters,   and the
second part of the thesis focuses on the 2D free energy surface of ion transport process near
the interface under different conditions.
The size distribution of hydrated ion clusters is calculated from grand canonical distribution
by calculating the reversible work of cluster formation. The kinetics of adsorption/desorption
reactions is estimated by MD based collision experiments as illustrated in Fig 1. Interfacial ion
transport process can be characterized by two independent coordinates: the distance between
ion cluster and the interface z and the “water finger”coordinate w.2 Hamiltonian replica
exchange molecular dynamics (HREMD) is used to sample the 2D free energy surface along z
and w under different conditions. By integration of 2D free energy surface, we get the 1D free
energy curve of the ion transport process along z.
Combining both information from the bulk and the interface, this research offers a reasonable
explanation of the catalytic effect of ion transfer process introduced by higher water concen-
tration in the bulk.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Interface between two immiscible electrolyte solutions, acronymed ITIES,[Kor79] is an impor-
tant research subject for electrochemistry at polarized liquid-liquid interface. The Ion transport
process that occurs at ITIES is fundamentally important for many areas of industrial applica-
tion, such as batteries, chemical sensors, phase transfer catalysis(PTC), extraction/separation
and membrane systems.[Fre88, SLH94, Gir10, LS70, KWZ+95]
Various experiments at nanometer-sized ITIES revealed that the transport of relatively hy-
drophobic ions is an unassisted one-step reaction, while the transport of strongly hydrophilic
ions has to be facilitated by hydrophobic counter-ions present in organic phase(which is usually
called the shuttling mechanism).[SLM05, LSM06] Cyclic votammograms(CV) experiments also
showed that the transport of hydrophilic ions can be facilitated by water clusters dispersed
in organic phase, and this facilitation effect is enhanced by higher concentration of water in
the organic phase. [SLM07] This is somewhat contradictory to common sense because usually
the conductivity of organic phase decreases if you add water to it. The decreased conductiv-
ity can be understood from the fact that the addition of water increases the viscosity of the
organic phase while decreases the effective concentration of charges because of the extraction
effect.[MGL+06, MDG+07] The mechanism of this facilitation effect remains unclear largely
due to the limitation of available information on microscopic picture of the actual ion transport
process. This study tries to leverage powerful molecular dynamics(MD) tools to tackle this
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problem.
Previous MD studies showed that when strongly hydrophilic ion passes the interface, it is usually
accompanied by hydrated water and can transiently form a chain of water molecules connecting
the hydration shell of of ion to the bulk water.This transient structure is called ”water finger”
due to its finger-like structure. [Ben93] Subsequent studies suggest that water finger plays an
important role on interfacial transport process of hydrophilic ions.[KKU02, DKKU05, Mar09]
Our previous work revealed the existence of a hidden barrier introduced by the formation and
break of water finger structure. This hidden barrier explains the slower rate of ion transfer
measured by experiments compared to predicted value from diffusion coefficients.[KWM15] It
is very likely that the facilitation effect of water on the ion transport process is also related
to water finger structure near the interface. A successful transport accompanies the break of
water finger and subsequently the formation of hydrated ion clusters.
The hydration of hydrophilic ions in hydrophobic liquid usually plays an important role in
chemical reactions between hydrophilic and hydrophobic reactants. Examples of such reactions
include: ionic reactions such as ligand substitution[FMY80] and ion pair extraction,[IIY82]
phase transfer catalyzed(PTC) reactions near the liquid-liquid interface, and many ’on wa-
ter’ organic reactions such as the 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions[WSE95, vMWE98, RE03] and the
transformation catalyzed by transition metals.[CSD08, CL06] For ionic reactions and PTC re-
actions, the effects of hydration is usually attributed to the change in stability and effective
radius. For the ’on water’ organic reactions, there is no unifying theory to explain the effects of
hydration on the reactivity and selectivity of reactants. A variety of effects such as hydrophobic
aggregation,[RB80, Bre91] cohesive energy density[Lub86, LM88, DFG+90, Gaj92] and desta-
bilization of reactants[BE93, MOE98] have been proposed by previous theoretical studies. The
information on the hydrated ion clusters in both equilibrium and kinetic aspects has crucial
importance in investigating the underlying chemistry, as well as determining the optimal con-
dition for these reactions. But as a matter of fact, it is difficult to monitor the distribution
and the adsorption/desorption kinetics of the ion hydration experimentally on sufficiently fine
spatial and temporal scales.
3The hydration of hydrophilic ions is also an important factor in interfacial ion-transfer processes,
including the selective transport in membrane systems.[PIG97, GCB03, TSR+06, DVD07]
Recent studies have found that hydrophilic ions are transferred from the aqueous phase to
water clusters dispersed in organic phase instead of being transferred directly into organic
solvent, and increasing concentration of water in organic phase results in higher transfer
rate.[SLM07] The mechanism of this catalytic effect of water remains an open question, some-
what due to the same experimental difficulties as described above. Ion transport at water-oil
interface has been investigated by using electrochemical means as well as spectroscopic ones
[Gir10, Dry09, CTM04, RA07, KTS92, KT94, DWBG96]. However, the kinetics and mechanism
of interfacial transport are still challenging to understand in a detailed microscopic manner.
This challenge largely stems from difficulties of monitoring the interfacial processes on suffi-
ciently fine spatial and temporal scales. To overcome experimental limitations of monitoring
interfacial processes, MD simulation is a powerful method.
It should be noted that straightforward MD is not practical to reproduce the equilibrated
cluster distribution due to prohibitively large temporal and spatial requirement to obtain the
equilibrium distribution. The workaround to this issue is a combination of classical statistical
mechanics with free energy calculation using MD simulation. The intrinsic kinetics of adsorp-
tion/desorption of the hydrated clusters is further evaluated using direct MD simulation of
collision events.
The size distribution and the kinetics of hydrated ion clusters provides a connection between
water concentration in the organic phase and the interfacial ion transport process. But more
information on the impact of different hydration numbers is still needed for a complete theoret-
ical picture. In the previous study, a proper coordinate denoted by w that can quantitatively
describe the status of water finger structure is proposed.[KWM15, KWM16] When w for a
given conformation is determined, we can also find the hydration number n of the cluster by
counting water molecules in the disconnected hydration shell. In addition to w, another coor-
dinate z, which is the distance between ion and the interface is also introduced to characterize
the transport process. The 2D free energy surface along z and w is then calculated using the
Hamiltonian replica exchange molecular dynamics (HREMD). In this study, a modification is
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made to w to allow the separation of free energy surfaces with restricting the hydration number
to a specific value in the exit channel. The facilitation effect of water is well understood by
combining both the distribution/kinetics in the bulk and the 2D free energy surfaces of the ion
transport process.
Accordingly, this study consists of two parts: the first part focuses on the hydration status
of the hydrophilic ions, including the equilibrium distribution of hydrated clusters and ad-
sorption/desorption kinetics of hydration; and the second part focuses on the 2D free energy
landscape of the ion transport process near the interface.
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Size Distribution of Hydrated Ion Clusters
The size distribution of hydrated ion clusters IWn consisting of an ion I and n water molecules
W is given at an equilibrium condition of constant chemical potential W of water. The proba-
bility distribution p(n) of the cluster IWn is represented with the grand canonical distribution
as
p(n) =
exp[ fA(n)  nWg]

; (2.1)
where  = 1/(kBT ) denotes the inverse of the Boltzmann constant kB times temperature T . 
is the grand canonical partition function
 =
1X
n=0
exp[ fA(n)  nWg]; (2.2)
and acts as the normalization factor of Eq. (2.1). A(n) is the Helmholtz free energy of hydrated
ion cluster IWn in oil, as described below. W is the chemical potential of water in the oil
phase [BN87],
W = 

W + kBT ln(W3W ); (2.3)
5
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where W is the solvation free energy of a water molecule in the bulk oil phase, and W is
the number density of water in the oil. W is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of water,
W = h/
p
2mWkBT ,where mW is the mass of a water molecule and h is the Planck constant.
Equation (2.3) indicates that the concentration of water W controls the chemical potential of
water W , which in turn changes the size distribution p(n) in Eq. (2.1).
The free energy A(n) of the cluster IWn in the oil phase is the key quantity to determine the
size distribution. It is evaluated with the reversible work for the following process of cluster
formation,
w(0! n) : [ (I)oil + n(W )vac  ! (IWn)oil ] ; (2.4)
where (X)oil denotes the species X in the oil phase, and (X)vac denotes the hypothetical situa-
tion that the center of mass of X is located at a fixed position in the vacuum phase. (W )vac is
regarded as a reference state of W with its translational degrees of freedom and intermolecular
interactions eliminated. We also note in passing that W in Eq. (2.3) corresponds to the process
[(W )vac ! (W )oil], as will be treated in Sec. 3.1.4. The reversible work w(0 ! n) is related to
the free energy A(n) of the cluster IWn by
exp[ w(0! n)]
n!
= exp[ A(n)]; (2.5)
where A(n) takes account of indistinguishable n water molecules in the cluster IWn.
The work w(0! n) in Eq. (2.4) is calculated by successive processes from a naked ion (I)oil to
the cluster with n water molecules (IWn)oil,
(I)oil
w(0!1)    ! (IW )oil w(1!2)    ! (IW2)oil w(2!3)    !    w(n 2!n 1)        ! (IWn 1)oil w(n 1!n)      ! (IWn)oil:
Thus w(0! n) in Eq. (2.4) is given by
w(0! n) =
nX
j=1
w(j   1! j): (2.6)
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The work of adding one water molecule to the cluster,
w(n  1! n) : [ (IWn 1)oil + (W )vac  ! (IWn)oil ] ; (2.7)
is calculated with MD simulation, on the basis of the scheme described in the next subsection.
Once we obtain the set of fw(n   1 ! n)g for varying sizes n = 1; 2; 3;    , we can derive the
free energy A(n) with any size n by Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), and thereby derive the probability
distribution p(n) at a given W (or water concentration in the oil phase) by Eq. (2.1).
2.2 Calculation of Reversible Work
Coupling parameter: The reversible work of Eq. (2.7) can be calculated by the overlapping
distribution method [Ben76] with intermediate states and bias potential. In the process of
Eq. (2.7), we introduce a coupling parameter  which connects the initial state (IWn 1)oil +
(W )vac and the final state (IWn)oil, and put m intermediate states between the initial (0 = 0)
and final (m+1 = 1) states, 0 = 0 < 1 < 2 <    < m < m+1 = 1.
Thus w(n  1! n) is given as
w(n  1! n) =
mX
k=0
w(k); (2.8)
where w(k) is the work from  = k to  = k+1.
The MD system at an arbitrary  (0    1) contains one ion I, n 1 ordinary water molecules,
one additional water molecule, and many oil (solvent) molecules. We can put the center of mass
of the ion I at the origin without loosing generality in the following discussion. The center-
of-mass coordinates of n   1 ordinary water molecules are denoted to be r1; r2;    ; rn 1, the
coordinates of the additional water is rn, and the coordinates of other degrees of freedom
including the solvent molecules are collectively denoted with X. The coupling parameter 
scales the intermolecular interaction of the additional water molecule to the rest of the system.
At the initial state ( = 0) the additional water molecule has virtually no interaction to other
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molecules, while at the final state ( = 1) the additional molecule is equivalent to the other
n  1 water molecules.
Bias potential: The MD calculation of w(k) is performed with imposing an auxiliary bias
potential, V bias(rn;), to confine the additional water molecule around the ion I.
The form of V bias will be given in Sec. 3.1. The bias potential guarantees the configuration
sampling of hydrated ion clusters during MD trajectories by hindering the water molecule from
straying away from the cluster. It is particularly necessary to treat a system of small  ( 0),
since the additional water molecule has small intermolecular interaction and readily escapes
from the hydrated cluster. On the other hand, the bias potential is obviated at  = 1, where
the additional molecule becomes equivalent to others. Accordingly we set V bias(rn; = 1) = 0.
The effect of bias can be corrected afterward from calculated results of free energy as discussed
below.
Overlapping distribution: The procedure of the overlapping distribution method with the
bias potential is illustrated as follows. We deal with the reversible work w(k) from k to k+1,
where the initial ( = k) and final ( = k+1) states are labeled with i and f , respectively.
The configuration partition functions of the two states with and without the bias potential
V bias are given by
qi = q( = k) = C
Z
drndX exp[ Ei(rn;X)]; (2.9a)
q0i = q
0( = k) = C
Z
drndX exp[ fEi(rn;X) + V bias(rn;k)g]; (2.9b)
qf = q( = k+1) = C
Z
drndX exp[ Ef (rn;X)]; (2.9c)
q0f = q
0( = k+1) = C
Z
drndX exp[ fEf (rn;X) + V bias(rn;k+1)g]; (2.9d)
where frn;Xg denotes the total coordinates of the whole system. Ei and Ef are the potential
energies of the initial and final systems, respectively, without the bias potential. The prime 0
denotes the system with the bias potential. C is the prefactor due to the kinetic energy and
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symmetry number, which are common among the four cases. The reversible work w(k) is given
by
w(k) =  kBT ln qf
qi

or exp[ w(k)] = qf
qi

: (2.10)
We derive w(k) through the MD sampling with the bias potential in the following, where we
use simplified notation for the bias potential, V biasi = V bias(rn;k) and V biasf = V bias(rn;k+1).
The probability of finding E = Ef   Ei at each of the equilibrium states i and f with the
bias is respectively given by
p0i(E) =
R
drndX exp[ fEi + V biasi g] [Ef   Ei  E]R
drndX exp[ fEi + V biasi g]
; (2.11a)
p0f (E) =
R
drndX exp[ fEf + V biasf g] [Ef   Ei  E]R
drndX exp[ fEf + V biasf g]
; (2.11b)
and the two probabilities are related by
p0f (E)
p0i(E)
=
q0i
q0f
exp[ E] = qf/q
0
f
qi/q0i
exp[(w(k)  E)]: (2.12)
Therefore,
w(k) = kBT ln
p0f (E)
p0i(E)
+ E   kBT ln qf
q0f
+ kBT ln
qi
q0i
: (2.13)
The last two terms of Eq. (2.13) correct the effect of the bias potential, and are represented by
bias(i) =  kBT ln qi
q0i
=  kBT ln
R
drndX exp[ fEi + V biasi g] exp[V biasi ]R
drndX exp[ fEi + V biasi g]
=  kBT ln


exp[V biasi ]

i0 ; (2.14a)
bias(f) =  kBT ln qf
q0f
=  kBT ln
R
drndX exp[ fEf + V biasf g] exp[V biasf ]R
drndX exp[ fEf + V biasf g]
=  kBT ln


exp[V biasf ]

f 0 ; (2.14b)
where h ii0 and h if 0 denote the thermal average at the initial ( = k) and final ( = k+1)
states with the respective bias potentials. If we tentatively omit the last two terms of Eq. (2.13),
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w(k) in Eq. (2.13) is approximated with
w0(k) = kBT ln
p0f (E)
p0i(E)
+ E: (2.15)
Corrections for bias potential: Then we consider the sum of w0(k) in Eq. (2.15) for k =
0; 1;    ;m,
w0(n  1! n) =
mX
k=0
w0(k): (2.16)
The work w0(n  1! n) in Eq. (2.16) corresponds to the following process with
w0(n  1! n) :  (IWn 1)oil + (W )vac w/bias  ! (IWn)oil  ; (2.17)
where the subscript w/bias denotes the environment with the bias potential. Note that the
final state of Eq. (2.17) is free from the bias, because we set the bias potential to vanish at
 = 1.
The difference of w0(n  1 ! n) in Eq. (2.16) from w(n  1 ! n) in Eq. (2.8) is attributed to
the last two terms of Eq. (2.13). The correction w is given by the bias potential,
w = w(n  1! n)  w0(n  1! n)
=
X
k
(
 kBT ln qf
q0f
+ kBT ln
qi
q0i
)
=
mX
k=0

 kBT ln q( = k+1)
q0( = k+1)
+ kBT ln
q( = k)
q0( = k)

=  kBT ln q( = 1)
q0( = 1)
+ kBT ln
q( = 0)
q0( = 0)
= bias(W )vac: (2.18)
We note that  kBT ln[q0( = 1)/q( = 1)] = 0 in Eq. (2.18) since the bias potential vanishes
at  = 1. On the other hand, bias(W )vac corresponds to the process [(W )vac w/bias  ! (W )vac],
and thus
bias(W )vac =  kBT ln q
0( = 0)
q( = 0)
=  kBT ln
R
drn exp[ V bias(rn; = 0)]
3
: (2.19)
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The corrections for the bias potential in Eq. (2.19) will be further discussed in Sec. 4.1. To
summarize the above procedure, we can calculate w(n  1! n) = w0(n  1! n) + bias(W )vac
using Eqs. (2.16) and (2.19). By calculating w(n   1 ! n) with varying n, one can derive
w(0! n) by Eq. (2.6) and thereby the free energy A(n) with Eq. (2.5).
2.3 Kinetics of Hydration Cluster
The kinetics of adsorption and desorption processes is represented by
(IWn 1)oil + (W )oil
kn 1!n     *)  
kn!n 1
(IWn)oil; (2.20)
where kn 1!n and kn!n 1 are the adsorption and desorption rate constants, respectively. These
rates constants are related to the ratio of equilibrium number densities of the above species by
[IWn]
[IWn 1][W ]
=
kn 1!n
kn!n 1
; (2.21)
where [X] denotes the number density of the species X. Equation (2.21) can be written using
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) as
kn 1!n
kn!n 1
=
p(n)
p(n  1)  W =
exp[ fA(n)  nWg]
exp[ fA(n  1)  (n  1)Wg]  W
=
exp[ w(0! n)]
n!
exp[ w(0! n  1)]
(n  1)!
 exp[W ]
W
=
exp[ w(n  1! n)]
n
 3W exp[W ]: (2.22)
The final result of Eq. (2.22) has been derived using Eqs. (2.5) and (2.3). The right-hand side
of Eq. (2.22) will be calculated in Sec. 4.1. The ratio of adsorption (kn 1!n) to desorption
(kn!n 1) rate constants is thereby determined from the calculated equilibrium properties.
However, each rate constant is hard to obtain by straightforward MD simulation, because of
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the following two reasons. First, the adsorption and desorption are regarded as rare events
for MD standards, and are not amenable to sufficient statistical sampling during limited time
scale of MD simulation. Second, evaluating the intrinsic rates of adsorption and desorption
from the observed events would require the calibration of diffusion in the liquid phase. The
phenomenological rate constant of mass transfer from the oil phase to the cluster k is given by
the kinetic model of sequential steps,
1
kn 1!n
=
1
kvacn 1!n
+
1
kdiffn 1!n
; (2.23)
where kdiffn 1!n is the rate constant for diffusion of water in the bulk oil phase, and kvacn 1!n is the
intrinsic rate constant of adsorption. This equation has been commonly applied to many kinetic
problems of sequential reactions [Cus09], including the Collins-Kimball model of diffusion-
influenced reactions [CK49, Hyn85] or the resistance model in the heterogeneous atmospheric
chemistry [SP98, KWZ+95]. Equation (2.23) indicates that the phenomenological rate of mass
transfer k could be influenced by the diffusion kdiff, when the mass flux is driven by the non-
equilibrium concentration gradient in the oil phase. On the other hand, kads of Eq. (2.23)
corresponds to kn 1!n in Eq. (2.22), the intrinsic rate constant to change the hydration number
in the equilibrium condition. In the present analysis, we want to evaluate kads or kn 1!n for
the adsorption process.
The MD simulation allows for evaluating the intrinsic adsorption rate constant kn 1!n by
calculating the adsorptive cross section of (IWn 1)oil of an impinging water molecule, adsn 1.
The MD simulation of the cross section is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The collision is carried out
in the limit of small Knudsen number [Cus09, SP98] in the condensed phase, which virtually
eliminates the diffusion resistance. Though this situation may not be feasible in experimental
condensed phase, it is readily realized in the MD simulation by turning off the interaction
between the impinging water molecule and the oil molecules. The impinging water collides
with the hydrated ion cluster which is embedded in the oil phase. We note that the hydrated
ion cluster is fully solvated by the surrounding oil molecules, and the energy relaxation of
the cluster is taken into account during the collision dynamics. The collision dynamics of
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the impinging water is investigated many times, and the fate of the impinging molecule is
statistically treated to derive the adsorptive cross section. This treatment is regarded as a
kinetic analogue of the Widom’s insertion method [Wid63].
The details of the computational procedure of the adsorptive cross section adsn 1 will be described
in Sec. 3.2. The rate constant of adsorption is then represented with the cross section adsn 1 and
the mean relative speed of the impinging water and the cluster vrel,
kn 1!n = adsn 1v
rel = adsn 1
s
8kBT

; (2.24)
where  is the reduced mass of the cluster and the water molecule. One could introduce the
effective radius of the adsorptive cross section radsn 1 by
adsn 1 = (r
ads
n 1)
2
 
or radsn 1 =
r
adsn 1

!
; (2.25)
and represent Eq. (2.24) as kn 1!n = (4(radsn 1)2)(vrel/4) using the surface area of the cluster
(4(radsn 1)
2). Once we obtain the adsorption rate constant kn 1!n in Eq. (2.24), the desorption
rate constant kn!n 1 can be evaluated by Eq. (2.22).
2.4 Water finger coordinate with constrained hydration
number
In the previous study, [KWM15, KWM16] water finger coordinate w is proposed to directly
describe the water finger status in terms of hydrogen-bond network connectivity between water
molecules. As is shown in Fig 2.1, even if the distance z between ion and the interface were the
same, the situation where water finger is formed(Fig 2.1(A)) and the situation where the water
finger is broken and instead a hydrated ion cluster is formed(Fig 2.1(B)) can be quite different.
And this difference is quantitatively characterized by the edge with minimum length to join the
hydration shell of ion with the bulk water using the concept of connectivity in graph theory,
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Figure 2.1: Water finger coordinate w (distance of pink arrows) in two cases of water finger: (a)
formed and (b) broken. Yellow balls stand for Cl– ions, red and white balls for oxygen atoms
and hydrogen atoms of water, and blue and white sticks for DCM molecules, respectively.
Reprinted with permission from N. Kikkawa, L. Wang, and A. Morita, J. Am. Chem. Soc.
137, 8022–8025 (2015). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
which is defined as the water finger coordinate w. When w is smaller than a threshold value
wthreshold that is comparable to typical hydrogen-bond length(in this research, wthreshold is set
to 3:5Å), the water finger can be considered broken, and vice versa. The original algorithm
for w calculation is shown in Fig 2.2. The ion-water distance offset mentioned in the flowchart
takes account of the different distances of the first solvation peaks in the radial distribution
functions, and thereby allows for comparing the connectivity of ion-water and water-water on
the same footing. This offset is set to  0:4Å for Cl– in this research.
The total time complexity of this algorithm is O(n2 logn), where n is the number of wa-
ter molecules and ion considered. The actual computational cost for w calculation is small
compared to typical MD simulation because you can limit the number of water molecules con-
sidered to a fraction of all molecules by choosing an appropriate range that is just wide enough
to ensure Vbulk is not empty. This coordinate characterize the status of water finger and is
uniquely defined given an arbitrary MD configuration. It is also differentiable by definition and
thereby allowing the use of various sampling techniques that involves applying bias potential
along a certain collective coordinate, such as umbrella sampling. [FS02] When w is larger than
wthreshold, water finger is considered broken and you can define the hydration number n of the
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Figure 2.2: The flowchart of the algorithm to compute water finger coordinate w.
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ion cluster as the number of water molecules in the disconnected hydration shell part.
In a broken water finger configuration, it is also possible to find w from a known n starting
from the ion using a simple nearest neighbors search from the definition of w - the edge with
minimum length to join the hydration shell of ion with the bulk water, assuming that proper n
is known beforehand so there are no extra water molecules(water molecules that are not part
of the hydration shell) on the bulk oil side of the ion. The search algorithm of finding w from
a known n is shown in Fig 2.3.
For the same MD configuration, when an arbitrary input n has the same value with the actual
n computed from the original algorithm, the wn returned by search algorithm should be the
same to the w computed from the original algorithm. On the other hand, if wn and w are not
the same, it means the n we used as input is not equal to the natural n.
This search algorithm can be useful to force MD to converge towards the configuration with
natural n equals to predetermined n by applying bias potential to force w to not exceed
wthreshold, while treating wn as if it were w. When initial configuration used in the MD is not
far from the desired n and w condition, this method is tested to work well for maintaining n
status during the simulation. This enables the 2D free energy surface sampling along z and w
with restricted hydration number. The detailed setup of this sampling can be found in Sec 3.3.
2.5 Coupled diffusion equations of hydration ion clusters
The time evolution of the hydrated ion clusters is formulated with the diffusion-reaction equa-
tions in the following. Suppose Pn(z; t) is the density of the hydrated ion clusters with the
hydration number n at the normal coordinate z at time t. z indicates the normal coordinate of
the ion from the liquid-liquid interface, where z = 0 denotes the Gibbs dividing surface of the
water phase, z < 0 refers to the water phase and z > 0 to the oil phase. Pn(z; t) is represented
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Figure 2.3: The flowchart of the algorithm to compute water finger coordinate w from a known
n starting from the ion using a simple nearest neighbors search.
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by
@Pn(z; t)
@t
=
@
@z
Dn

@Pn(z; t)
@z
+
1
kBT
@Un(z)
@z
Pn(z; t)

+ kn+1!nPn+1(z; t)  kn!n+1Pn(z; t)  kn!n 1Pn(z; t) + kn 1!nPn 1(z; t)
  kwfn (z)Pn(z; t) + krevn (z)Pwf(z)
(n = 0; 1; 2;    ) (2.26)
In this diffusion-reaction equation, Dn is the diffusion coefficient of the IWn cluster, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Un(z) is the potential of mean force for the IWn
cluster, and  @Un(z)/@z is the mean force acting on the cluster. kn+1!n, kn!n 1, kn!n 1 and
kn 1!n are the condensation/evaporation rate constants of hydrated ion clusters which changes
the number of hydrated water molecules. (We neglect the paths to change more than one water
molecule in the very dilute condition of the oil phase.) In the case of n = 0 in Eq. (2.26), kn!n 1
and kn 1!n are set to be zero. kwfn is the rate constant for the IWn cluster to be captured by
the water finger, and krevn is the reverse rate constant to generate IWn cluster from the water
finger. Pwf(z) is the equilibrium density of the water finger. Equation (2.26) is the coupled
equations for the set of Pn(z; t) (n = 0; 1; 2;    ), which should be solved simultaneously. We
treat the diffusion-reaction equation (2.26) by evaluating all the ingradient parameters with
the help of MD simulation as realistic as possible. The procedure of evaluating the parameters
reveals new conceptual pictures for the interfacial ion transport at the molecular scale.
Chapter 3
Method
3.1 Size distribution
In Sec. 3.1 we summarize the conditions of MD simulation and overlapping distribution method
with intermediate states and bias potential, as described in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2, for calculating
the distribution of hydrated ion clusters. Then the MD procedure to evaluate the kinetics of
hydration is presented in Sec. 3.2. All the present MD calculations were carried out with our
in-house code.
3.1.1 MD Conditions
The reversible work w(n   1 ! n) in Sec. 2.2 is calculated by the MD simulation in the
following conditions. We treat a hydrated cluster Cl– (H2O)n dispersed in dichloromethane
(DCM, CH2Cl2) solution as a typical example. The hydration numbers n ranging from 0 to 10
are considered. For each case of n, the MD cell contains one Cl– , n H2O and (599  n) DCM
molecules. The dimensions of the MD cell are set to 40 Å40 Å40 Å so as to be consistent to
the liquid density of DCM, 1.3266 g/cm3 [Lid00], and the three-dimensional periodic boundary
conditions are adopted.
We employ polarizable models for all the species in the present MD simulation. This is because
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Table 3.1: (a) Force field parameters and (b) bond lengths in the molecular models [CK95,
Dan01].
(a)
Molecule Site  (kcal/mol)  (Å) q (e)  (Å³)
H2O H 0 0 0.3650 0.170
O 0.160 3.204 -0.7300 0.528
CH2Cl2 C 0.137 3.410 -0.2720 0.878
H 0.040 2.400 -0.0537 0.135
Cl 0.280 3.450 0.1897 1.910
Cl– Cl 0.100 4.410 -1.0000 3.690
(b)
Molecule Bond Length (Å)
H2O H-O 1.000
H-H 1.633
CH2Cl2 C-H 1.070
C-Cl 1.772
H-Cl 2.331
Cl-Cl 2.924
polarizable models are more reliable for calculating the solvation of aqueous and non-aqueous
molecules simultaneously [KWM15, KWM16]. For H2O, the POL3 model is employed [CK95],
where the hydrogen atoms of water are deuterated to allow for a larger time step of MD
simulation. For Cl– and CH2Cl2, Dang’s polarizable models [Dan01] are used. The parameters
of the force fields are shown in Table 3.1.
Long-range electrostatic interactions are treated with the particle mesh Ewald method [EPB+95].
The Ewald width parameter is 0:323 Å 1. The order of interpolating B-spline function for the
particular mesh Ewald is 6, and the grid spacing is set to 0:7 Å along each axis. We note that
the MD cell contains no counter cation, and thus assume the charge neutrality with a uniform
background.
The MD simulation is performed under the NV T ensemble at T = 298:15 K. The temperature
is controlled using the Nosè-Hoover chain of sequential 10 thermostats [MKT92, FS02]. The
masses of the thermostats are Q1 = NkBT 2 and Qj = kBT 2 (j = 2;    ; 10), with the
relaxation time  to be 0.1 ps. The time evolution is carried out by the velocity Verlet algorithm
[AT87, FS02] extended with the Nosè-Hoover chain. The time step is taken to be 2 fs, and the
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intramolecular configurations are fixed with the RATTLE algorithm [And83, AT87, FS02].
3.1.2 Bias potential
The bias potential V bias is introduced to confine the additional water molecule around the ion,
as discussed in Sec. 2.2. We employ the following form of V bias for each size n of the cluster
(IWn),
V bias(r;) = (1  )  10kBT
 jrj
reffn
2
; (3.1)
where jrj is the center-of-mass distance of the water molecule from the ion. reffn is an effective
range of the hydrated ion cluster (IWn). The factor (1   ) scales the bias potential between
 = 0 and 1, and ensures the bias potential to vanish at  = 1. The harmonic form of Eq. (3.1)
is convenient for evaluation of bias(W )vac in Eq. (2.19).
The range of the hydrated ion cluster reffn is defined as
reffn =
8>><>>:
1:2

r3ion +
3vwater
4
n
1/3
(n  4)
reffn=4 (n < 4)
(3.2)
where rion = 1:67 Å is the ionic radius of Cl– [Sha76], and vwater is the volume of a single water
molecule calculated from the liquid density (18 10 6 m3/mol). reffn for n < 4 is given as that
for n = 4, reffn=4 = 3:9 Å, because the chloride ion has 4 water molecules in the first hydration
shell. The parameter reffn in Eq. (3.2) is roughly determined on the basis of effective cluster
volume with some margin. The calculated free energies after correcting the bias potential are
found to be rather insensitive to the parameter reffn .
3.1.3 Free energy calculation
The calculation of w(n   1 ! n) is carried out assuming 6 intermediate states. The coupling
parameters for these intermediate states are set to 1 = 0:0001, 2 = 0:001, 3 = 0:01, 4 = 0:1,
5 = 0:333, and 6 = 0:666. Besides the intermediate states, the initial (0 = 0) and final
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(7 = 1) states are treated. Each value of the coupling parameters k (k = 0;    ; 7) scales
down the Lennard-Jones parameter , charge q, and polarizability  at the sites of the additional
water molecule. The coupling parameter  is also applied to change the bias potential of
Eq. (3.1).
In the case that  is close to zero, the following two problems would arise. First, MD trajectories
tend to be numerically unstable at small , where the additional molecule readily overlaps with
its surrounding molecules. To maintain the numerical stability, we employ a modified distance
rmod(r) for short-range interactions, as detailed in our previous paper [KWM15]. This treatment
effectively augments the site distance r in the force calculation at a short distance close to zero
(r  0), and thereby avoids the artificially large force from overlapping sites. This treatment
has no influence on the free energies of the end states at  = 0 and  = 1. Second, the proper
NV T ensemble at small  requires to use a more effective thermostat than the usual Nosè-
Hoover [Nos84, Hoo85]. The additional molecule is hard to be thermally equilibrated at small
, due to the small intermolecular interactions. Therefore, we employ the Nosè-Hoover chain
to account for this problem, as mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1.
For each k (k = 0;    ; 7) at the cluster size n, 10 individual initial MD configurations are
prepared and equilibrated for 200 ps by MD simulation. Subsequently the probability distribu-
tions in Eq. (2.11) are calculated for 200 ps for each initial structure. Thus the total sampling
time to calculate w(n  1! n) is 200 ps 10 8 = 16 ns for each size n.
3.1.4 Solvation of water molecule
We also calculate the solvation free energy of a water molecule W in the DCM oil phase.
The value of W is necessary to estimate the chemical potential of water W at a given water
concentration W by Eq. (2.3) and to calculate Eq. (2.22). The calculation of W is carried
out in the parallel manner to that of w(0 ! 1) in Sec. 3.1.3, by eliminating the chloride ion
from the MD cell. The MD conditions for calculating W are same as those of w(0! 1) in this
section except that the chloride ion is not included.
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3.2 Collision Dynamics
The MD scheme of the collision dynamics is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of collision dynamics. The hydrated ion cluster is drawn in the center
of the cell, and the MD cell is filled with oil molecules of gray shade. The initial impinging
water molecule is colored in purple, with collision parameter b and initial velocity (red arrow).
The illustration was produced using VMD[HDS96].
The present MD simulation investigates the thermal collision of an impinging water molecule
to the hydrated ion cluster (IWn 1)oil, and calculates the adsorption probability pads(b) as a
function of collision parameter b. Then the cross section for the adsorption to (IWn 1) is
derived from the integral,
adsn 1 =
Z 1
0
pads(b) 2b db: (3.3)
In the present simulation, hydration numbers of the core cluster n  1 ranging from 0 to 9 are
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considered. The MD conditions used for the collision dynamics are the same as those for free
energy calculation in Sec. 3.1.1 unless otherwise noted below.
The MD scheme of the collision dynamics is illustrated in Figure 3.1. First, we randomly pick
up 120 different MD snapshots for each hydration number n   1 from the MD trajectories in
Sec. 3.1.1, and use these snapshots to generate initial configurations for the present collision
simulation. We randomly choose a snapshot, set the chloride ion at the center of the periodic
cell, (0, 0, 0), and add the impinging water molecule at (0, b,  20 Å) with a collision parameter
b and with an initial positive velocity sampled from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution along
the z direction. The collision parameter b is set from 0 to 20 Å with 2 Å interval, and 240
independent trials of collisions are carried out for each value of b. During the MD simulation of
the collision dynamics, interactions between the impinging water molecule and the oil molecules
are turned off, and the site distances between the impinging molecule and the cluster are
evaluated without adopting the periodic boundary conditions to avoid unwanted interaction
between the colliding molecule and other replica of the cluster. For each trial of collision, the
MD trajectory is traced for 50 ps to find the fate whether the impinging molecule is adsorbed or
not. Technically a trial is judged as adsorbed when the closest distance between the impinging
water and a constituent molecule of (IWn 1) cluster (either ion or water) continues to be smaller
than 4 Å for 20 ps.
pads(b) is obtained from the ratio of adsorbed events to all trials conducted for each value of b.
3.3 Free energy surface of ion transport process
Using the size-specific water finger coordinate wn, we can obtain the 2-dimensional free energy
surface G(2)(z; wn) as a function of z and wn for the ion transport process. The MD calculation
of the 2-D surface G(2)(z; wn) was performed after that of G(2)(z; w) in our previous work
[KWM15, KWM16], and the detailed procedure will be given in Sec. ??. The free energy
profile of G(2)(z; wn) offers valuable insight into the transition dynamics between the water
finger structure and the hydrated ion cluster IWn, by decomposing the hydration number n of
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the exit channel, as discussed in Sec. ??.
The 2-D surface G(2)(z; wn) could lead to the 1-D surface G(1)(z;n) by projecting out the wn
coordinate,
G(1)(z;n) =  kBT ln
Z 1
0
dwn exp

 G
(2)(z; wn)
kBT

(3.4)
The G(1)(z;n) profile in Eq. (3.4) describes the free energy along the ion position z on condition
that the hydration number of the ion at the exit channel (z ! 1) is restricted to the specific
value n. Therefore, the G(1)(z;n) profile depends on the value of n.
3.3.1 MD conditions for free energy surface calculation
The 2-D free energy surface G(2)(z; wn) of the Cl– transport through water-dichloromethane
(DCM) interface is sampled by MD simulation in the following conditions. The MD cell con-
tains 1 Cl– , 522 H2O and 617 DCM molecules and the three-dimensional periodic boundary
conditions are adopted. The dimensions of the MD cell are set to 25 Å 25 Å 130 Å so as to
be consistent to the liquid density of water and DCM, 1.0g/cm3 and 1.3266 g/cm3 respectively.
[Lid00]
The rest of the MD conditions used for interfacial ion transport free energy surface sampling
is the same with conditions used in reversible work calculation described in Sec 3.1
3.3.2 Bias potential used with HREMD
The bias potential V biasi (z; w) applied to replica i in 2D HREMD is a harmonic umbrella
potential and it is written as follows:
V biasi (z; w) =
8>>><>>>:
kBT
2

(z   zi)2
2
zi
+
(w   wi)2
2
wi

(z  0)
kBT (z   zi)2
22
zi
(z < 0)
(3.5)
This bias is used to confine the system around the status where (z; w)  (zi; wi).
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For 2D HREMD with constrained hydration number n, the w calculated from the search
algorithm(Fig 2.3) is treated as w in Eq 3.5. The natural w and n are also also calculated using
the original algorithm(Fig 2.2) at the same time. When n 6= n and w  wthreshold, an extra
bias V bias*(w) is applied to the system on natural w to force the system to converge to a status
when n = n.
V bias*(w) =
kBT
2
(w   wthreshold)2
2bias
; (3.6)
The existence of V bias*(w) limits the sampling to only configurations with hydration number
n when w  wthreshold, thus enabling us to separate 2D free energy surfaces with different n.
It should be noted that when n = n, w and w are essentially the same, so when conduct-
ing WHAM analysis on data sampled with constrained hydration number, V bias*(w) does not
introduce any effect and is actually ignored.
Since this method is only valid when there are no extra water molecules on the bulk oil side
of the ion as explained in Sec 2.4, in order to prevent extra water molecules diffuse to the ion
from the other side of the periodic box, another bias potential wall V wall(z) is placed at one
side of the periodic box(z = zwall) as follows:
V wall(z) =
8>><>>:
kBT
2
(z   zwall)2
2wall
(z  zwall)
0 (z < zwall)
(3.7)
V wall(z) takes accounts for eliminating physically unrealistic artifacts of the simulation intro-
duced by periodic boundary conditions.
3.4 Numerically solving coupled diffusion equations
Using the Eq 2.26 given in Sec 2.5, the complete coupled diffusion equation up to hydration
number n is written as follows:
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Let ki;j = k(xi; tj), the finite difference in Crank-Nicolson scheme for nw = k is:
ki;j+1   ki;j
t
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2
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x2
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 ki )ki;j+1 + (i   )ki+1;j+1   (+ ki )ki 1;j+1 + ki ki;j+1   kk+1i;j+1   kk 1i;j+1
(3.13)
= (2  2   ki )ki;j + (  ki )ki+1;j + (+ ki )ki 1;j   ki ki;j+1 + kk+1i;j+1 + kk 1i;j+1
(3.14)
where
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 =
D t
x2
(3.15)
ki =  
D t
2kBTx
 U 0k(xi) (3.16)
 ki =  
D t
kBT
 U 00k (xi) (3.17)
ki = (kk!k+1 + kk!k 1 + k
wf
k (xi))t (3.18)
k = kk+1!kt (3.19)
k = kk 1!kt (3.20)
We further define following (m  1) (m  1) matrices:
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Ak =
266666664
2 + 2+  k1 
k
1    0
 (+ k2) 2 + 2+  k2 k2   
. . . . . . . . .
0  (+ km 1) 2 + 2+  km 1
377777775
(3.21)
Bk =
266666664
2  2   k1   k1 0
+ k2 2  2   k2   k2
. . . . . . . . .
0 + km 1 2  2   km 1
377777775
(3.22)
k =
266666664
k1
k2
. . .
km 1
377777775
(3.23)
Zk =
266666664
k
k
. . .
k
377777775
(3.24)
Kk =
266666664
k
k
. . .
k
377777775
(3.25)
P k;j =
266666664
k1;j
k2;j
...
km 1;j
377777775
(3.26)
Rk =
266666664
(+ k1)
k
0
0
...
(  km 1)km
377777775
(3.27)
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Rewrite in matrix form,
266666664
A0 +0  Z0 0
 K1 A1 +1  Z1
. . . . . . . . .
0  Kn An +n
377777775
266666664
P 0;j
P 1;j
...
P n;j
377777775
 
266666664
R0
R1
...
Rn
377777775
=
266666664
B0  0 Z0 0
K1 B1  1 Z1
. . . . . . . . .
0 Kn Bn  n
377777775
266666664
P 0;j 1
P 1;j 1
...
P n;j 1
377777775
+
266666664
R0
R1
...
Rn
377777775
(3.28)
This linear equation can be solved efficiently taking advantage of its banded property.
Chapter 4
Result
In this section we discuss the computational results of equilibrium distribution of hydrated ion
clusters in Sec. 4.1 and the kinetics of hydration in Sec. 4.2.
4.1 Size Distribution
We have explained in Chapter. 2 that the free energy of hydration is derived by calculating the
work of adding one water molecule to the ion cluster, w(n   1 ! n) in Eq. (2.7). This work
w(n  1! n) is calculated with the help of intermediate states and bias potential, as detailed
in Sec. 2.2. Therefore, we first examine the performance of the intermediate states which are
characterized with the coupling parameter  = 1  6 in Sec. 3.1.3. Figure 4.1 shows the
intermediate reversible works w0(k) in Eq. (2.15) for the n = 0 to 1 process.
In the overlapping distribution method, w0(k) should be constant over E if the probability
distributions of Eq. (2.11) well overlap each other. Figure 4.1 allows us to define a plateau for
each line, indicating that the overlapping distribution is well performed. We also find that the
calculation with small  is technically more challenging and requires some cares described in
Sec. 3.1.3.
The calculated results of the reversible works of hydration are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Calculated results of w0(k) (k = 0  6) in Eq. (2.15) as a function of E in the
overlapping distribution method for n = 0 ! 1 process. Note that w0(k) is the reversible work
from k to k+1, and the coupling parameters k (k = 0  7) are 0 (initial), 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01,
0.1, 0.333, 0.666, and 1 (final).
Table 4.1: Calculated reversible works of hydration. Unit: kcal/mol.
The values in parentheses denote standard deviation.
n w0(n  1! n)(a) bias(W )(b)vac w(n  1! n)(c) w(0! n)(d)
1  6:32 (0:28)  3:91  10:23 (0:28)  10:23 (0:28)
2  5:62 (0:24)  3:91  9:53 (0:24)  19:76 (0:37)
3  5:15 (0:31)  3:91  9:06 (0:31)  28:82 (0:48)
4  4:60 (0:57)  3:91  8:52 (0:57)  37:34 (0:75)
5  4:87 (0:39)  4:03  8:90 (0:39)  46:24 (0:85)
6  4:74 (0:32)  4:12  8:86 (0:32)  55:10 (0:91)
7  4:73 (0:39)  4:20  8:93 (0:39)  64:03 (0:98)
8  4:47 (0:57)  4:28  8:75 (0:57)  72:78 (1:14)
9  4:67 (0:64)  4:34  9:01 (0:64)  81:79 (1:31)
10  4:65 (0:53)  4:40  9:05 (0:53)  90:84 (1:41)
(a) Eq. (2.16) or (2.17), (b) Eq. (2.19), (c) Eq. (2.7), (d) Eq. (2.4) or (2.6).
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Table 4.2: Calculated chemical potential of water in liquid dichloromethane W with various
concentrations W . Units: mM for W , kcal/mol for W .
W 130 13 1:3 0:13
W  10:54  11:90  13:27  14:63
We find that the work of adding one water, w(n  1! n), is nearly constant over the n value
about   9 kcal/mol, except for a few small n values. The w(n  1! n) value for n = 1 or 2
is somewhat negatively larger than  9 kcal/mol.
The tendency of larger solvation free energy for small clusters is consistent to the experimental
results by Osakai and co-workers [OHI+00].
On the other hand, the solvation free energy of a single water molecule in DCM phase is
calculated to be W =  2:39 kcal/mol. The chemical potential of water in the DCM phase,
W , is derived with Eq. (2.3), and the results of W are shown in Table 4.2 with varying
concentration W .
We note that the saturated concentration of water in the liquid DCM is W = 1:3  102 mM
at 298.15 K [SS07].
Using the results of w(0! n) in Table 4.1 and W in Table 4.2, one can derive the equilibrium
distribution of hydrated ion clusters p(n) by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5). The calculated distributions
with varying water concentrations W are shown in Figure 4.2. The average hydration number
of Cl– in liquid DCM at saturated water condition is estimated to be 0.43 in the present cal-
culation. This is qualitatively comparable to previous experimental estimate of the hydration
numbers of Cl– in other solvents, 3.3 in nitrobenzene, 2.4 in dichloroethane, and 1.0 in chlo-
roform [KD74], though the present estimate is somewhat smaller than these previous values.
Figure 4.2 shows that the Cl  ion becomes less hydrated with deceasing water concentration
in the liquid DCM.
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Figure 4.2: Equilibrium distributions hydration numbers n of Cl (H2O)n cluster in liquid
dichloromethane with various water concentrations W , (a) 130 mM, (b) 13 mM, (c) 1.3 mM,
(d) 0.13 mM. The top values denote the average hydration numbers.
4.2 Kinetics of Hydration
The calculated adsorption probability pads(b) by the collision simulation in Sec. 3.2 are displayed
in Figure 4.3 for n = 1 and n = 9
(i.e., the hydration number of the core cluster n  1 = 0 and 8). The probability of adsorption
ranges up to b  15 Å, and the tail behavior of pads(b) is rather insensitive to the size n. The
cross section adsn 1 is calculated from pads(b) using Eq. (3.3) for each n. The calculated values
of adsn 1 have a weak dependence on the hydration number of the core cluster n   1, and the
dependence is well represented with the following regression line,
adsn 1 ' 1:87 + 0:0454  (n  1) (unit : nm2): (4.1)
We notice that the cross section is significantly larger than the geometric one. This is evident
by comparing the effective radius of adsorption radsn in Eq. (2.25) with the size of the cluster reffn
in Eq. (3.2). For example, Eq. (4.1) indicates that radsn=4 =
p
ads4 / = 8:1 Å for n = 4, while
reffn=4 = 3:9 Å. The apparently larger radius of rads is understood with the fairly long-range
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Figure 4.3: Calculated adsorption probability pads(b) as a function of the collision parameter
b for n = 1 (blue) and 9 (orange). The circles and error bars are obtained by MD simulation,
and the solid curves are fitted results.
Table 4.3: Adsorption rate constants kn 1!n (unit: M 1 s 1) and desorption rate constants
kn!n 1 (unit: s 1) with various cluster size n.
n kvacn 1!n k
diff
n 1!n kn 1!n kn!n 1
1 8:0 1011 4:6 1010 4:3 1010 3:1 1010
2 8:0 1011 4:7 1010 4:4 1010 1:4 1011
3 8:0 1011 4:7 1010 4:4 1010 2:3 1011
4 8:0 1011 4:7 1010 4:5 1010 3:1 1011
5 8:0 1011 4:8 1010 4:5 1010 3:9 1011
6 8:0 1011 4:8 1010 4:5 1010 4:6 1011
7 8:0 1011 4:8 1010 4:5 1010 5:4 1011
8 8:0 1011 4:8 1010 4:5 1010 6:2 1011
9 8:0 1011 4:8 1010 4:5 1010 7:0 1011
10 8:0 1011 4:9 1010 4:6 1010 7:9 1011
electrostatic attraction of the core ion.
Using the result of Eq. (4.1), the adsorption rate constant kn 1!n is obtained with Eq. (2.24).
Then the desorption rate constant kn!n 1 is derived with Eq. (2.22). The results of the rate
constants are listed in Table 4.3.
We notice that the desorption rate constant kn!n 1 for n  3 is obviously smaller than others.
This feature is understood from particularly strong binding energy for the small ion clusters,
indicated with the negatively large w(n  1! n) values in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: 2D free energy surface A(z; w) with no constraint on hydration number n.
Figure 4.5: 2D free energy surface An=0(z; w) constraining hydration number n to 0.
4.3 Free energy surface of ion transport process
The calculated 2D free energy surfaces under different conditions are shown in Fig 4.4, Fig 4.5,
Fig 4.6, Fig 4.7, Fig 4.8, Fig 4.9, Fig 4.10, Fig 4.11, Fig 4.12.
z is the distance between the ion and the water-oil interface, w is water finger coordinate that
was introduced in Sec 2.4
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Figure 4.6: 2D free energy surface An=1(z; w) constraining hydration number n to 1.
Figure 4.7: 2D free energy surface A0:1V /nm(z; w) with no constraint on hydration number n
and external electric field on z axis with a strength of 0.1V/nm.
Figure 4.8: 2D free energy surface A0:1V /nmn=0 (z; w) constraining hydration number n to 0 and
external electric field on z axis with a strength of 0.1V/nm.
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Figure 4.9: 2D free energy surface A0:1V /nmn=1 (z; w) constraining hydration number n to 1 and
external electric field on z axis with a strength of 0.1V/nm.
Figure 4.10: 2D free energy surface A0:2V /nm(z; w) with no constraint on hydration number n
and external electric field on z axis with a strength of 0.2V/nm.
Figure 4.11: 2D free energy surface A0:2V /nmn=0 (z; w) constraining hydration number n to 0 and
external electric field on z axis with a strength of 0.2V/nm.
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Figure 4.12: 2D free energy surface A0:2V /nmn=1 (z; w) constraining hydration number n to 1 and
external electric field on z axis with a strength of 0.2V/nm.
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Figure 4.13: 1D free energy surfaces. The red line represents the situation when “water
finger”keeps being formed. The n=0 and n=1 curves show the free energy with restricting the
hydration number after the exit channel.
Figure 4.14: 1D free energy surfaces with external electric field on z axis having a strength of
0.1V/nm.
By integrating w over the 2D free energy surface, we can get 1D free energy surface A(z):
A(z) =  kBT log
Z 1
0
e
 A(z;w)
kBT dw: (4.2)
The calculated 1D free energy surfaces under different conditions are shown in figures below.
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Figure 4.15: 1D free energy surfaces with external electric field on z axis having a strength of
0.2V/nm.
Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Size distribution
The results of free energy calculation in Table 4.1 indicate that w(n 1! n) is nearly invariant
for n ' 3 or larger. w(n  1! n) should converge to an asymptotic value of condensation free
energy of water for large n. Therefore, we may reasonably assume that w(n   1 ! n) = w is
constant over wide range of n, and then the equilibrium size distribution and the kinetics can
be understood with a simple model.
Suppose that w(0! n) in Eq. (2.6) is approximated to be w(0! n)  nw, the size distribution
p(n) is represented with the Poisson distribution,
p(n)  1

exp f n(w   W )g
n!
; (2.10)
where  = exp [exp f (w   W )g]. The Poisson size distribution is analogous to the solva-
tion clusters in supercritical fluid solution [MK90]. Consequently, the ratio of adsorption and
desorption rate constants in Eq. (2.22) becomes
kn 1!n
kn!n 1
=
p(n)
p(n  1)  W 
expf (w   W )g
n  W =
3W expf (w   W )g
n
; (2.220)
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where Eq. (2.3) was employed for W . Equation (2.220) implies a qualitative picture that the
adsorption rate of n   1 ! n is invariant to n while the desorption rate of n ! n   1 is
proportional to n. We can see that this picture roughly holds for n ' 3 or larger in the next
subsection.
In our previous studies of ion transfer through water-DCM interface, we demonstrated that
the average hydration number near the interface is significantly larger than that in the bulk
oil [KWM15, KWM16]. The average hydration number just after the break of water finger
in the oil phase was calculated to be about 10, which is larger than the equilibrium hydration
number. Therefore, when the ion enters the oil phase across the interface, the nascent ion tends
to have excessive water molecules. Quantitative evaluation of the evaporation kinetics is thus
of essential significance in the dynamics of interfacial ion transfer. We discuss the kinetics of
hydration in the following section.
5.2 Relaxation timescales of the adsorption/desorption
process
The set of rate constants in Table 4.3 allows us to construct kinetic rate equations for the size
distribution of the clusters, p(n; t), as a function of time t. The rate equations are represented
in the matrix form,
d
dt
P(t) = AP(t); (5.1)
where P(t) denotes the size distribution of the clusters,
P(t) =
266666664
p(0; t)
p(1; t)
...
p(nmax; t)
377777775
(5.2)
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Table 5.1: Estimated relaxation time 1 and the corresponding eigenvectors for different water
concentrations W . Units: mM for W , ps for 1. The eigenvectors are normalized, and the
amplitudes smaller than 10 5 are denoted with 0.0 or omitted.
W 130 13 1:3 0:13
1 28:9 32:2 32:6 32:6266666664
n = 0
1
2
3
...
10
377777775
266666664
0:75
 0:66
 0:081
0:0024
...
0:0
377777775
266666664
0:71
 0:70
 0:0078
0:00002
...
0:0
377777775
266666664
0:71
 0:71
 0:0008
0:0
...
0:0
377777775
266666664
0:71
 0:71
0:0
0:0
...
0:0
377777775
and A is the transition matrix,
A =
266666664
 k0!1W k1!0 0
k0!1W  (k1!2W + k1!0) k2!1 0
0
. . . . . . . . .
0 knmax 1!nmaxW  knmax!nmax 1
377777775
(5.3)
where nmax is set to 10 in the present case. The matrix A depends on the water concentration
W in the oil phase.
Equation (5.1) can be solved in principle by diagonalizing the matrix A. The matrix A has
one zero eigenvalue 1/0 and other negative eigenvalues  1/1 >  1/2 >    >  1/nmax . The
zero eigenvalue 1/0 = 0 is related to the stationary state, and the corresponding eigenvector
describes the equilibrium size distribution (shown in Figure 4.2). The other negative eigen-
values describe relaxation rates, and the corresponding eigenvectors denote relaxation modes.
(Positive eigenvalues are not allowed due to the stability of the system.) The slowest relaxation
time 1 and its corresponding eigenvector are displayed in Table 5.1.
The typical relaxation time is about 4  6 psec in the present range of water concentration,
and the principal relaxation modes mainly include the transition between n = 0 to 1. We
note that these relaxation times reflect the intrinsic rates of adsorption and desorption, and
should be considered as lower limit in actual situation including the diffusion resistance of water
molecules.
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Direct experimental measurement of the intrinsic rates of adsorption and desorption may be
difficult in oil phase. However, the experimental NMR measurement of water dynamics provides
an interesting clue [OHI+00] that the rotational correlation times of water in hydrated ion
clusters are comparable to the present relaxation times in psec order. This suggests that the
rotational dynamics of water in the hydrated ion clusters is related to the adsorption and
desorption kinetics, and further investigation is required.
These relaxation kinetics becomes significant near the water-oil interface, as will be discussed
in a forthcoming paper.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
Hydrophilic ions tend to form hydrated clusters in oil phase, and the water molecules in the
oil phase are known to play significant roles on stability and reactivity of the ions. However,
detailed information of cluster distribution and kinetics is hard to retrieve by experimental
means. The present work elucidated the equilibrium size distribution in the combination of
free energy calculation by MD simulation and the statistical mechanics. The MD simulation is
also used to reveal the intrinsic rates of adsorption and desorption of the hydrated ion clusters.
The reversible work of hydration w(n  1! n) is nearly constant over n except for some small
n values, and thus the particularly small desorption rates are predicted for the small clusters.
These equilibrium and kinetic information about the hydrated ion clusters will be utilized
to investigate detailed microscopic dynamics of ion transfer through liquid-liquid interfaces.
Based on the present information, we will further investigate the role of evaporation kinetics
of hydrated ion clusters through the ion transfer process. In the vicinity of the liquid-liquid
interfaces, the dynamics of adsorption and desorption are coupled with the water finger forma-
tion and destruction, and detailed information of interfacial ion transfer separated by different
hydration numbers should complement the entire picture.
Compared with the size distribution of clusters in bulk, the size distribution near the in-
terface has a much higher average hydration number. Since the kinetics of cluster adsorp-
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tion/desorption of water is much faster compared to cluster diffusion process, the size distri-
bution of interfacial clusters will reach bulk level before it diffuses away from the interface.3
And the 1D free energy curve shows the preference of the formation of “water finger”over
naked cluster (n=0) within the z range (18  25 Å). Since lower concentration of water means
a higher proportion of naked clusters, this preference offers a reasonable explanation of the
catalytic effect of ion transfer process introduced by higher water concentration in the bulk.
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